
2009 Potholing Meet Report 
 
We missed potholing in 2008 because of the weather.  There was just as 
much rain this year through early November, so our sights and ambitions 
were lowered somewhat. 
 
As ever, we enjoyed breakfast, or indeed double breakfasts, in Bernie’s to 
start the day.  Some folks needed to be measured up for swanky dry suits.  
The rest of us just got wet!  The big spenders also got the latest lightweight 
LED lights whilst the rest of us had the big old heavy re-chargeable batteries 
affixed to our waists. 
 
We were John Toon, Chris his mate, Julie and Vicky Harold, Andy and 
Michelle, and Stuart and me   Dave Sudell went for a bike ride with his dodgy 
leg! 
 
As ever, the Earby Pothole Club provided the expertise and leadership – 
again many thanks to Stuart Whitmey and his crew. 
 
This year, the experts were augmented by the dog.  With a harness and light 
pipe, this dog is an expert and experienced potholer.  It races along the 
passages, swims the most turbulent of streams and dangles happily – fairly 
happily – whilst being lowered down ladder pitches.  I’m not sure about the 
RSPCA…..  
 
We were up Kingsdale.  We slid into the plastic tube that is the entrance and 
plodded along, stooped like miners.  Dry at first but we soon found water, 
powerful water, swirling about knee height.  In places, we stretched, bridged-
out across the channel to keep away from the boiling torrent.  The power of 
nature! 
 
I was glad we didn’t have to crawl.  We called it a day as the roof came 
downwards, as the water levels were too high for comfort.   
 
So back out with the fun ladder climb and into the fresh air and a mid-
afternoon pub lunch.  Not the longest trip but the best we could make of very 
wet underground conditions. 
 
Dave did manage to get back to the pub and so did the dog! 
 
Richard Toon   
 
 
 
 



 
 
The dog steels itself for the underground whilst Ken and his Earby pals relax 
in anticipation  



 
 
Stuart adjusts his truss whilst the lovely Harolds look on – swanky autumn-
2009-collection stuff straight from the catalogue!  


